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ABSTRACT
In-plane (Mode I) fracture of paper is tested at both cryogenic and standard
temperatures . It is shown that newsprint tested at cryogenic temperatures is
very nearly linear elastic but does not obey classical linear elastic fracture
mechanics (LEFM) . The discrepancy is traced to changes in the crack tip stress
field due to the sheet's fibrous structure.
A new fracture model is proposed which integrates the Griffith energy method,
Irwin's correction for nonlinear material behavior, and a similar correction for the
fibrous structure. The statistical distribution of mass and local fibre orientation
(structural formation) are explicitly considered, and the model thereby links
fracture and tensile strength of paper. This approach is consistent with Bazant's
theoretical treatment of quasi-brittle fracture .
The separation of material nonlinearity and structural formation permits :
" computing the Essential Work, linking the model to an established approach
" estimating the fast fracture response that might occur in practice
" normalizing strength for the paper machine dependent structural formation

INTRODUCTION
The research described in this paper examined the reinforcement problem in
poper. The commercial aspect of this problem addresses the cost/benefit of
adding long, strong (and relatively expensive) kraft fibre to m weaker furnish as a
means of improving mnr ability . The scope is somewhat narrower here,
examining only the strength advantage of adding kraft fibre to TMP, and only
considera dry newsprint webs . The influence of deformation rete on strength,
ductility, and fracture resistance is considered directly .
The starting point of this analysis is the energy balance first considered by
Griffith (1) Griffit h sought to explain the difference between measured and
theoretical strength of engineering materials. This strength difference was found
to be dueto the influence of cracks and flaws. This was demonstrated using e
linear elastic material under homogeneous tension as an ideal case .
Crack growth consumes energy . !n Griffúh 's ideo l material, the energy is
consumed creating new surface area . This energy needs to be provided by the
release of energy stored in the stressed material ; this occurs as the crack grows.
The 6miffith criterion for crack instability is that the energy released by the
material as the crack grows is equal to the energy consumed in creating new
surface.
Griffith successfully ap pUed this energy criterion tm glass . !n contrast, th o stressbased analysis by !ngU s (2) suggests the cracks induce a stress singularity
(infinite stress) at the crack ti p-- cracked bodies should have no strength . This
is shown in Figure 1 a. The two approaches were reconciled by Savi n( 3) . As the
crack opens, cohesive stresses exist between the opening surfaces, until the
crack surfaces reaches o critical separation . The maximum crank tip stress is
reduced, altering the distribution of stress ahead of the crack from that derived
by !ng!is (Figure 1b). The Savin mode! shows that cracked bodies in fact have
finite strength as expected . Further, Sevin derives the Griffith energy criterion
from the stress analysis, showing the two approaches tobe consistent.
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(a) Inglis stress field

(b) Savin stress field
Figure 1 . Crack tip stress fields arising from uniform stress applied far
from the crack.
Paper, as with most other engineering materials, does not have the ideal linear
elastic mechanical behavior modeled by Griffith, Inglis, and Savin. Away from
the crack, viscoelastic and plastic deformations absorb energy, making the
energy unavailable to propagate the crack. Variations in fibre orientation,
moisture, and temperature make the stress field inhomogeneous. Near the
crack tip, the material nonlinearity interacts with the relatively high stresses and
increases the unrecoverable energy absorption . Along with the local fibre
structure, this redistributes the local stresses from that described by Inglis .
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The presence of nonideal materia! behavior and structure should not alter the
conceptual aspect of Griffith's criterion: crack growth will initiate when the energy
released by the stressed body as the crack grows is just balanced by energy
absorbed to create new crack surface. This should be true independent of the
mechanism of energy absorption .
Bmlo dis (4) and Andorsson and Falk (5) have demonstrated that o direct
application of Griffith's equation to paper does not work without additional
consideration and modification . This was anticipated by Nissan (6) and others .
Bm2a n (7) theoretically derived a family of forms that express the energy
criterion for crack instability in quasi-brittle materials. Quasi-brittle materials
include paper, wood, and concrete, on d can exhibit three types of departure from
G,iffith's ideal materia! : diffuse cracking, visco-plastic energy absorption and
local stress variations due to microstructure . The simplest form of this family
odds a virtual length to the actual length of the mechanical crack in Griffith's
equation, ina wa y identical to!mvin(8) .
hm in applied the modified form of the Griffith equation to zinc foil, which exhibits
crack tip plasticity . The virtual crack length extension effectively accounts for the
modification of the crack tip stress field due to the plastic deformation .
Ando rsso n and Falk successfully applied the Griffith-Irwi n equation to paper.
They claimed in (5) that the virtual crack extension accounted for the influence of
fibre structure, but clearly, material non!in eority must have had an influence as
well . Importantly, the aggregate effect of inelastic material and structural
influences was captured by the Griffith-!mvin equation . That this is more than a
regression fit to experimental data is strongly supported by Ba2ant's analysis .
Griffibh-mwin only handles the influence of material nonlinearity on the stress field
near the crack tip.
Global inelastic energy absorption requires separate
consideration.
Figure 2 is a schematic of the stress-strain behavior of paper in loading,
unloading, and reloading . The area under o st ress- strain curve is the work per
unit volume done on the material, so the total work done to load the sample is
the area OAD. On unloading, only some of this work is recovered -that is, the
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area AOB. Reloading generally takes much less energy (BCD) than the initial
loading; this is because some of the work OAO goes into plastic deformation .
This plasticity mechanism does not reactivate substantially until the highest
load A is reached again at C.

Figure 2 .
Typical stress-strain response of papar during loading,
unloading, and reloading.
The reloading work is higher than the work recovered in unloading; the difference
is the area of the hystmre ois loop ABC. The area of the loop depends on the
viscoo la ad c deformation of the materia!, and is therefore sensitive to the rate of
loading . The initial slope E of the stress-strain curve is also sensitive to load
rate¡ E is not m true materia! modulus at all owing to the component of
viscoelastic relaxation, but nevertheless represents the initial rate of loading and
unloading at a given deformation rate . Load cycling or "pre-stressing" the
material suppresses plastic deformation mn reloading, thereby extending the
apparent linear region (compare OA to BA in Figure 2) . At standard conditions,
the viscous response of the material means there is no truly linear elastic region
at all.
!n gUa and Ghffith assumed that the existence of the crack creates a local
perturbation in the global stress field.
Retaining that assumption, the
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recoverable energy (ADB in Figure 2) can be estimated as 'CYA2/E. This estimate
is used by Swinehart and Broek (9), Balodis and others . The effectiveness of
this approximation depends on the rate of unloading relative to loading. The
unloading rate can change both the unloading slope and the amount of
viscoelastic recovery . These differences should normally be small compared to
the total stored energy .
Pankonin and Habeger (10) used a compilation of research results and literature
data to show that cryogenic temperatures effectively suppress the timedependent viscoelastic behavior in paper. In the absence of the viscoelastic
mechanism, the energy recoverable during fracture should be exactly ßA2/E .
Time-independent plasticity may still take place at cryogenic temperatures, but
this should not influence the recoverable energy .
Certain restraint-dried papers, such as the newsprint tested, are very nearly
linear elastic at cryogenic temperatures . Testing the fracture behavior of paper
at cryogenic temperatures ("cold") isolates the influence of the fibre structure .
Retesting the same materials at standard conditions ("warm") after testing the
cold behavior allows one to infer the role of viscoelasticity by itself.
Other paper types, such as cross-machine direction (CID) bond, exhibit marked
nonlinearity of the cold stress-strain curve. The degree of this nonlinearity is
substantially less than in warm tests, and is virtually time-independent .
Phenomenologically, this is consistent with "plasticity" in the sample, but seems
most likely to be caused by diffuse damage to the microstructure in the sense of
Dougill (11) . Further work will be necessary to demonstrate a bond or partial
bond rupture described by Corte (12), Yamauchi et al. (13), and Page et al. (14),
perhaps using similar acoustic emission measurements to those in (12-14).
A modified form of the Griffith equation is presented which separately identifies
the influence of structure and material nonlinearity, in the spirit of Anderson and
Folk, Irwin, and Ba2ant . These influences are determined in an experimental
program measuring the fracture behavior of paper both at standard and
Identifying the roles of structure and material
cryogenic temperatures .
separately contributes directly to our understanding of how reinforcing ("carrier")
fibres increase fracture resistance and thereby improve dry web runnability .
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EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

A. Testing Machine and Special Fixturing
Tensile and fracture testing was carried out on one inch (25.4 mm) test strips
160 mm long . Strips were clamped in nove fixtuhng, mounted on an MT8 8 50
servohydra ulic test system, with ram speeds to 1 .O ms-1 . Load cell dynamics and
inertial effects limit the quality of the data above 0.1 ms-1 . Slowest testing rates
were limited only by the patience of the observer and the ability to measure
minute displacements.
Figur 3 shows a schematic of the fixture. The upper clamp connects through a
pair of rods to the load cell . The lower clamp is mounted on the frame of the test
machine using rods of the same diameter as the upper clamp.
The clamps and nodo are all made from \ nvor'8), a high nickel alloy with very low
coefficient of thermal expansion, about one-eighth that o0 carbon steel
(0 .8 vs . G.Ox1 0-'/*C). This minimizes the dimensional charges in the fixture
when immersed in liquid nitrogen (LN,) .
Once immersed in the nitrogen and at thermal equilibrium, variations in the LN,
leva n0 cause the roda to both the upper and lower clamps to change length .
Since the two pairs of rods are identical in cross-section, the temperature profile
in both rod pairs above the LN, will be the same . Any change in length will be
the'same for both rod pairs, so the clamps will not change relative position and
the sample will not be deformed . No change in the measured load in the test
strip due to thermal transients was detected, indicating the effectiveness of this
arrangement. On initial cooling, the roughly 3% thermal shrinkage of the sample
needed to be considered .
The same fixture wao used for both cold and warm tests.
Ten specimens were tested at each crack size . Occasionally samples broke at
the clamps . These were replaced with on additional specimen .
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Figure 3. Cryofracture test fixture .
Be Mechanical Crack Insertion
Center slits were inserted by punching pieces of double ground razor blades
(American Safety Razor Company, Gem/Star") through single samples. The
razor blades were ground to width, with the vertical edges deburred to prevent
microscopic tearing at the crack tips (Figure 4a) .
Edge slits were inserted using the same double ground blades, but unaltered . A
new blade was used for each cut. Ten strips were clamped between two steel
plates (Figure 4b). The plates have a series of grooves of depths 1/4, 112, 1, 2,
4, 6 and 8 mm . The fixturing ensured that the two edge cuts were colinear,
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Figure 4 . Center slit cutting tool (a) and edge slit template (b)
perpendicular to the strip centerline, and reproducible in length . The sharp edge
of the blade forms the crack tip in this arrangement, so crack tip tearing was not
an issue.
C. Data Acquisition
The MTS 458.20 controller uses analog amplifiers with a 1 kHz rolloff frequency.
Data acquisition rates were 1 Hz-1 MHz using a Rapid Systems R1200,
depending on the deformation rate . Over sampling made it possible to identify
and filter high frequency instrumentation noise.
D. Measurement of Structurai Formation
The term "structural formation" is used to capture the idea that local strength is
being controlled by more than local mass ("formation") . Local fibre orientation is
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a key contribution . The "intensity" of structural formation is assessed for
purposes here as the pooled coefficient of variation in the strength tests (tensile
and fracture) . The fracture test conveniently defines the length scale, permitting
direct computation of strength as a function of sample area (weak link effect).
FRACTURE MODEL DEVELOPMENT
A. Background
Inglis (2) determined the stress field around an elliptical hole . Given the major
and minor axes as a and b respectively, Inglis sought to model a crack by
shrinking the minor axis b to zero . Under the influence of uniaxial tensile stress
a,,,, applied perpendicular to the major axis, Inglis computed the stress at the
ends of the ellipse as :
2a)
a 1.. :"` a - 1 +
(
b

(1)

Although cracks may not have an elliptical form, Inglis goes on to show that a ra .,
will be controlled by the crack tip radius . Computations of cy,,,, can then proceed
as though the crack were elliptical in form, under certain restrictions about crack
tip smoothness .
Use of Eq . (1) to determine the residual strength of a cracked body requires
geometric details of the crack tip. Griffith (1) found material strengths were
underpredicted even for realistic assumptions about crack geometry . Griffith's
energy argument was much more successful for brittle materials . The critical
condition where a crack can just start to grow is where the potential energy
released by the increased crack length is just balanced by the energy consumed
in creating new surface. Given a critical nominal stress ac applied far from the
crack, the energy to create new surface, y, and (isotropic) elastic modulus E,
Griffith determined that :
~2E7
na

(2)
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The GM ffith criterion E q . (2) can be applied to inelastic bodies under certain
circumstances but the energy consumed in propagating the crack will be large,
than 27 . Given an energy release rate per unit crack extension per unit
thickness, G:
Cy

c

=

~ na

(3)

G>2r represents the energy cost of incrementally propagating a crack and is
equivalent to the fracture resistance . This must be the combined effect of
creating new surface and absorbing energy by the material in the fracture
process zone (FPZ). When the material is in fact linear elastic, then G=27 . An
implied assumption underlying Eq '( 3) is that the FPZ is small compared to the
half crack length a. If there is a large FPZ involving plasticity, a modification of
the Griffith approach is required .
Aboe ic problem in finding B fox cases with a large FPZ is that the elastic stress
field solution forming the basis for the computation is itself influenced by the
existence of the fracture process zone . !rwin (8) treated crack tip plasticity in the
context of the elasticity solution by relocating the 11,rr_ singularity away from the
crack tip, and then extending the crack to meet the new origin . This is shown in
Figure 5 .
!rwin's
plastic material mode implies that the stress is uniform
throughout the plastic zone . By moving the origin from the tip of the physical
crack to the center of the plastic zone, the stress "cut" from the singularity is just
balanced by stress in the plastic zone to the left of the origin . Equilibrium is
satisfied .
Using th e!nwin correction to the physical crack length "a" gives a modified form
of the Griffith equation :
(7c =

J

7r

-(a + 6a)

(4)
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Figure 5 . Irwin virtual crack extension preserving stress equilibrium .
G of course, reflects the energy absorption in the plastic zone, as well as the
energy to create new surface.
Ba2ant (7) provides theoretical support for Irwin's choice . A careful investigation
of possible consequences of structure led to a family of possible theoretical
forms, of which the Irwin model Eq . (4) is the simplest . Ba2ant also argues that
this family applies to all quasi-brittle materials, such as wood, concrete and
paper. The structure of these materials gives rise to a rough fracture surface.
The increase in surface area over a planar surface increases energy absorbed
by the crack . This means the measured G > 2y for materials with microstructure,
even if the material is linear elastic.
B. Crack Tip Stress Field
The Griffith Equations, Eqs. (2) and (3), and as modified by Irwin, Eq . (4), needs
to be modified again to account for structural formation. In rewriting the form of
the Eq . (4), the spirit of the original equation and the Irwin modification is kept,
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but the contribution of structure to 8a, 6a., is separated from the contribution of
material nonlinearity.Oar,:
aa=8am + 8a s
(5)
The additive separation is supported by Ba2mnL (7).
Figure 6a represents e schematic view of how the structural formation represents
a departure from the continuum assumption . Each crack tip will have a different
distribution of stress due to differences }n !oca! fibre geometry and mass .
De,mmctuhng due to fibre rupture and pull-out, described as thinning in (5) .
blunts the crack tip stress . Figure 6b shows how the nonlinear materia!
properties influence the stress field, in a manner similar to Irwin's treatment.
Figure 6c represents the combined effect of material nonlinearity and the fibrous
structure.
The additive separation in Eq . (5) may be viewed as unrealistic, since structural
formation will determine the local material properties . This interaction would
mean 6a =!m dependent on 6as and the separation is incomplete . However, it will
bodamonm tratedba!mwthatEq .(5)ioaf ectivebasedonex pehmenoa!noauh s.
C. Weak Link Correction
The fracture initiation site in atenaUe specimen will be determined by the !oca!
stress, grammage, and fibre orientation and can occur anywhere in the strip. In
contrast, a fracture specimen (with sufficiently long cracks) fails by propagating
the crack; the location is predetermined .
The average material strength in the fracture specimen will be higher than the
average material strength in the tensile specimen, owing to the weak link effect .
Of course, the nominal strength will typically be lower in the fracture specimen
due totho'onaok .
The difference in materia! strengths of the fracture and tensile specimens is
governed by the intensity of the structural formation, as exhibited by the variation
in tensile or fracture strength . Since the material strength is governed by the
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structural formation for both tensile and fracture strengths, it is presumed that the
underlying distribution is the same for both cases . The pooled coefficient of
variation for tensile and fracture tests is used in computing the weak link effect .
The radius of the fracture process zone ba defines the volume of material
influencing crack tip strength . The volume of material in the tensile failure
initiation site is like two adjacent FPZs . This is equivalent to the case of a zero
length mechanical crack. The number of sites where tensile failure can occur, n,
is related to the total tensile strip area w-l and to ba :
n

-

Wl

(6)

7rba 2

where w is the strip width and I the length . Earlier work by the author (15, 16)
used a three parameter Weibull distribution to determine the strength ratio for
samples with area ratio n and coefficient of variation 4 to be :
S(n)

s(1)

= 1 - 3 .24~ (1-

.2778

n-0

)

(7)

The zone of maximum stress ahead of the crack tip (Figure 6c) is roughly
circular, with radius âa . The strength of this material, on average, is s (1). The
tensile specimen has no such crack, but will break instead where the local
strength is lowest, as determined by the structural formation.
The tensile specimen is imagined to be composed of n local regions, the
weakest of which is s (n), on average. The material strength s (1) was
determined from the tensile strength s (n) by dividing by the weak link correction
factor (WLCF) . The WLCF is the right hand side of Eq . (7).

Figure 6 . Structural and material effects on stress field.
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D. Orthotrophy Correction
Figure 7 represents an elliptical void with major axis "a" and minor axis "b". A
uniform stress a~ is applied far from the void . The stress is higher near the tips

Figure 7 . Elliptical Crack Stress Field.
of the ellipse due to the presence of the crack, and depends on the material
properties . For an orthotropic elastic material, the maximum stress is :
a =a~ 1+(ß,

+ß2)á

b

where ß, and ß2 are somewhat awkward functions of the orthotropic elastic
moduli (3).
The in-plane shear modulus G, 2 can be approximated as (17) 2
G12
G'2

21+ v,v
2 2,

)

( 9)

!Z3!

whore E .Eo ore th e Young's moduUond` 1m ' the Po lsson's ratios in the plane
of the sheet. Substitution of Eq ' (9) in P, and P2 in Eq ' (8) shows the maximum
stress at the tip of the void in Figure 7 to be a function only of the anisotropy ratio
R=E/E2:
21

'
w~o~m~!~+zvr}
`
u/

(1O)

^1^ direction in Figure 7 is oriented
The crack tip stress is highest when the
along
the fibres . \n the isotropic case R= 1 . Eq '(1 0) reduces to Eq '(1 )'
Using tho exact ortho tropic correction given by Paris (18) and the approximation
Eq .(1 0) . it can be shown that the G,iffith Eq . (2) is applicable to orthotropic
materials if:
E,
_

(11)

VR

is substituted for E, where E, the Young's moulus is the direction of the applied
stress .
E. Finite Width Correction Factor (FWCF)
The elasticity solution of the crack tip stress field is typically based on "infinite
width" or periodic solutions . A correction whose form depends on sample
geometry must be applied to account for the finite width of actual test specimens.
These corrections ore given in o number of sources, for example Broek(19).
Tha corrections used here are:
~~~~~

Cracks, each or length a

~
F~F~'~~
-t
`-'
~

~~~\

~Jl+m~~~i
J'J~ /!

141,

!

(12)

Central Crack or length 2a
7rm
(13)
FVVCF(a ; w) -- sec -W
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F. Modified Gríffíth Equation
The final equatïan is a composite of the Griffith Eq . (2} and the various
corrections descrïbed above:
E,
cs ~.
G,
_
~~ {a + ba} FV1I~F(a + ba,w}
if ~a = o, vvLCF(n; ~, ba),1~

{14}

.Î (a ; G,ba)

where ba = baS+ ba m after Eq . {5). The weak link correction is applied only to
tensile specimens, when a=0. G~ is the fracture resïstance in the direction of the
aar~lier3 stress_

The substitution of the corrected half-crack length, a+ba, for a in the fïnïte wïdth
correction factor is self consistent, since ba is structured so as to relate the
actual case back to the ideal elasticity solution, and since the elasticity solution
forms the basis for the computation of the F~~F .
G . ßverlap of Strength Distributions
Examination of Eq . (14) ïn the limit a-~0 shows a fïnïte sample strength with na
mechanical crack, This, of course, corresponds to the tensile strength of the
specimen . Anderson and Faik (5) examïned the sïgnificance of ba, concluding
that this must be controlled by the underlying fibre structure.
A weak zone defined by adverse local fibre orientation and low grammage will
concentrate stress in adjacent regions, analogous to a crack. For this reason,
the intensity of the structural formation is represented by ba as an "equivalent
crack size ." See also the representatïon of flaws in Model Effectiveness .
So long as the mechanical crack length a»ba, the sample wïll break at the
mechanical crack. if there is no mechanical crack, or the crack is much smaller
than ba, the sample will break away from the crack and behave like a tensile
specimen .
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When the mechanical crack "a" is similar in size to 8a, a particular sample may
break either at the crack or away, depending on which is weaher. The fraction
breaking 1st" or "away dependa on the overlap of the distributions shown in
Figure 8, and whether th a weak side distribution A corresponds to fracture or
tensile strength . This correspondence is determined from the relative frequency
of breaking at the crack, n . !f il<O.5, than distribution B corresponds to fracture,
but if n >O.5 then A corresponds tn fracture . At il=0 .5, the two distributions have
the same mean .

Figure 8. Overlapping probability density functions.
The underlying tensile strength end fracture strength distributions were modeled
as symmetric three parameter VVeib uU , consistent with the weak link correction .
The relative width of the distribution is given by the pooled coefficient of variation
~ . For a given experiment, the average strength -9 and frequency n are known.
The means 4A and p, are not known, end need to be determined . This can be
done using Table 1 .
The table is symmetric in the fracture and tensile strength distributions. The
relative fracture frequency il in the second column is the complement of the
tensile failure frequency of 1n given in the fourth . Estimates of the population
mean pare found from the measured average strength ~ using the table. For
example, if n=O. 3, and the coefficient of variation ~= 5% . then
~tT~~rcwo/ L c=x(1+ 0 '2 67 7' 0 ' 05) a nd ~=~ S ,n^omnv=~(1+1 .O~1S'O .O~)
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Table 1 . Correction to Average Strength arising from Tensile and Fracture
Strength Distribution Overlap
H. Materials
Two commercial newsprints were compared .
The newsprints were
manufactured on different machines, and have somewhat different furnishes.
The purpose of this testing was model evaluation, so both MD and CD fracture
tests were conducted, both warm and cold . Data presented here is for double
edge cracks ; the results were consistent with center cracks and so the center
crack results have been omitted.
Table 2 presents furnish and physical data for the two newsprints .
Sample
Density [kg/ms]
Caliper[mm]
Grammage[glm2]
Furnish (TMP/Kraft/Deink+Broke)

Table 2. Furnish and Basic Properties

"A"
626
.0678
42 .48
51 .1/16 .1/32 .8

"B"
674
.0720
48 .52
49 .6/0/50.4
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RESULTS
A. Cryogenic Stress-Strain Response
The demonstration that the MD newsprint exhibits linear elastic behavior is in two
parts. Figure 9 shows a closed hysteresis loop at cryogenic temperatures, in
contrast to the typical open (energy absorbing) loop at standard conditions .
Measured plastic strain was 0.03% for both MD and CD when cold . Figure 10
shows stress-strain curves at five deformation rates warm and cold . The
ultrasonic modulus is plotted for comparison . Increasing strain rate increases
the initial slope of the stress-strain curve in the warm samples, showing the
influence of viscoelasticity . The cold samples have nearly identical, straight-line
stress-strain response, showing an absence of viscoelasticity, as expected from
Pankonin and Habeger (10) and showing the absence of plasticity .
B. Model Effectiveness
Figure 11a shows the application of Eq . (14) Newsprint "A". The required
constants G and ba are determined from a nonlinear regression of the data . In
Figure 11 a, the data were determined based on the average of the ten samples
for each crack size . Similar results are obtained when individual data points are
used in the regression . The data are the filled circles and the straight line is the
linear regression through the strength data and the model, using the previously
determined G and 8a. Note the r2 above 99%.
When ba is set to zero, emulating Griffith's Eq . (2), the result is not linear (solid
triangles) . Even though the cryogenic material properties are linear elastic, as
required by Griffith, Eq . (2) is not effective. This failure is due to the underlying
fibrous structure, as suggested by Andersson and Falk (5).
The consistency of tensile strength with the fracture model is shown in Figure
11 b. The fracture data for crack sizes 2a = 0 .5,1, 2, 4, 8, 12 mm were used in the
regression . The tensile data was plotted using Eq . (14), the regression values
for G and 6a, and with a=0. The weak link correction factor has been applied.
Although the tensile data were not part of the regression, the results are
consistent with the fracture regression . This shows that the structural formation,
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with virtual crack extension 28a, is responsible for tensile failure in a way self
consistent with fracture at a -mechanical crack . Hereafter, the tensile data were
combined with the fracture data for determining G and 8a by regression .

Figure 9. Mechanical Response to Load Reversal at Standard and Cryogenic
Temperatures .

Figure 10 . Mechanical Response to Changes in Strain Rate at Standard and
Cryogenic Temperatures .
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Figure 11 . Model effectiveness .
An independent verification of flaw size can be made using the relative
frequency that samples break at the crack 'IF- For progressively smaller
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mechanical cracks, more of the samples will break away from the crack. When
half of the samples break at the crack, and half away (1q, = 0.5), the distributions
are superposed . The size of the mechanical crack will be the same as the flaw
size a, causing the material to fail in a tensile test .
Two estimates can be made of the flaw size, at. Once G and 8a are determined,
direct application of Eq . (14) to tensile data (unmodified for the weak link effect)
will permit solving for at. This requires solving
;G, 6a) -a, = 0
.Î(a,

(15)

for at, where 'CFT is the tensile strength .
It has been argued previously that the tensile strength, divided by the WLCF,
gives the average local material strength . This must be the same as the strength
given by Eq . (14) with a = 0. Taking the ratio of Eq . (14) applied to the cases a
at and a = 0 gives a second way to find at:
f(a, ; G, 8a)
f(0;G,6a)

a,
/WLCF(ij
;4,6a)
CF T

(16)

which can be simplified to show
a,

~

I - WLCF(q ;4,6a)2
WLCF(ij ;4,6a)'

- 6a

(17)

The two measures of at given by Eq . (15) and (17) are independent .
Figure 12 confirms that ta t is the flaw equivalent crack size . This shows
consistency between the regression results and the underlying statistical
distribution of defects. It is also apparent that the flaw size a, is similar in size to
6a, at least in this case, linking the flaw concept to the structural formation.
Table 3 shows the regression results and physical test data for the cold fracture
and cold tensile specimens. Table 4 'contains the corresponding data for
standard conditions at 0.67%/sec deformation rate .
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Figure 12. Fracture frequency plotted against crack length .

Sample : "A" MD "A" CD "B" MD "B" CD
10.47
3.26
10.58
2.57
Elastic Modulus E[GPa]
51 .67
16.95 57.56
15.20
Tensile Strength [MPa]
0.0788 0.0773 0.0833 0.0763
Pooled COV,
WLCF
0.7713 0.7879 0 .7513 0.7873
Tensile Strength wIWLCF [MPa]
67.03
21 .54 76.65
19.32
Tensile Index [Nmlg]
82.5
27.1
85.4
22.5
Failure Strains[%]
0 .504
0.552
0.558
0.651
1274
471
1015
373
Fracture Resistance G [JIm2]
2.04
0.75
1 .51
0.55
Glp [Jmlg]
0.614
1 .229
0.369
1 .022
8a [mm]
0 .880 0.254
0.620
at [mm], calculated by Eq. (15)
0.464
at [mm], calculated by Eq. (17)
0.368
0.597 0.325 0.678
Table 3. Newsprint Fracture Data - Cold
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Sample

Ultrasonic Modulus [GPa]
Elastic Modulus E[GPa]
Modulus Ratio, R"'
Tensile Strength [MPa]
Pooled COV,
WLCF
Tensile Strength wN\/LCF [MPa]
Tensile Index [Nm/g]
Dry Zero Span Index, Z [Nm/g]
Failure Strain, 6[%]
Fracture Resistance G [j/M2]
G/p [Jm/g]
8a [mm]
a, [mm], calculated by Eq . (15)
a, [mm], calculated by Eq (17)
e

6.059
5.52
1 .438
39 .84
0.0526
0.8585
46 .40
63 .6
131 .2
1 .040
2868
4.58
1 .480
0.433
0.566

"B" MD
"B" CD
1 .890
6.140
1 .481
1 .29
5 .42
1 .01
.695
1 .522
.657
11 .81
40 .23
10 .86
0.0534 0.0463 0 .0361
0.8764 0.8758 0.9156
13 .47
45 .97
11 .86
18 .9
59 .77
16 .1
56 .4
122.7
51 .8
1 .952
1 .043
3 .372
1408
3065
1206
2.25
4.55
1 .79
3.769 1 .5157 3.601
1 .44
0374
0.956
0.857
0.492
0.546

"A" CD

"A" MD

1

Table 4. Newsprint Fracture Data - Warm
C. Essential Work
0e is the radius of the fracture process zone which exists at each crack tip (see
Figure 5) . For cryofractur e . this is due to structure alone. Warm samples have a
larger FPZ (and larger 6a), due to viscoelastic, plastic, and structural effects.
Since the underlying structural contribution 6acId = 8as is known from the cold
tests, theviacoe! astic/ !aotiocontdbmmiomiaf oun d from 6awarm by subtraction :
6a, = 6 as*ucture = 6ecol u
anm =8o=terial =aa= rm - 8a colu

(1{)

E q .(1 8) oanbe used to identify the changes in fracture resistance from structural
formation, fibre morphology, and bonding' This work is still in progress . Eq .(1 8)
was used to demonstrate the relationship between the mode! in Eq . (14) and
EWF
is a fairly well established
Essential
Work of Fracture (EWF) (20) .
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technique for determining fracture resistance by testing a series of geometrically
similar coupons of various size . A normalization and extrapolation are used to
eliminate work required to deform the specimen but not involved in propagating
the crack. The remaining energy is the work required to propagate the crack
(essential work). Slow stable propagation of the crack is required to obtain the
work of fracture .
Figure 13 , shows a schematic of the slow fracture process utilized by EWF.
Stable crack growth occurs and the nominal stress drops eventually to zero as
the crack traverses the ligament (material remaining between the two edge slits) .
By using a constant ligament/width ratio of 1/3, the geometry corrections for finite
width are constant . Plotting total area under the stress-strain curve in Figure 13
curve for various crack lengths and extrapolating to zero crack length gives the
essential work . The essential work is the total work less the local and global
geometry-dependent work due to material energy dissipation .

Figure 13 . Stress-strain curve in slow fracture process.
The total work (per unit volume) done during the slow fracture process is the
area under the stress-strain curve to the right of the initial crack propagation in
Figure 13 (taken as the peak stress). Eliminating the plastic work ® leaves the
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essential work, the same as the elastic energy stored in the material at the peak
This area is ofIE, the square of the fracture strength (maximum stress
stress
in Figure 13) divided by the elastic modulus in the direction of the test .

e.

An independent measure of EWF can be computed using Eq . (14) and the
fracture resistance G given in Table 4 (warm data). However, since EWF
eliminates the influence of plastic work in the fracture process zone, bac,a must
be substituted for 6awarm, after the manner of Eq . (18) . This leaves in the
influence of structure .
Table 5 shows a comparison between the measured and computed EWF. The
reasonable comparison shows that the proposed model links back to this
established technique. The advantage in the present technique is that fast
fracture is used to find G at a considerable savings of laboratory time . The
cryofracture technique adds insights about the role of structure not available from
the EWF procedure.
Sample
EWF [Jmlkg]
Computed EWF [Jmlkg]
Difference [%]

AMD

16 .2
14 .4
-11

ACD

12 .2
11 .9
-2

BMD

14 .6
14 .7
+1

BCD

9.9
10 .6
+7

Table 5. Essential Work of Fracture Comparison of EWF with Value Computed
From Eq . (14)
DISCUSSION
The typical size of the correction 6astructure is about 1 mm . The structural influence
on fracture becomes small as the sample sizes and crack sizes increase since
under these circumstances a+ba ,,~ a . The work by Gregersen, Fellers, et aí.(21)
addresses only the influence of material inelasticity, which is proper because of
the large 1 .0 x 0 .5 m samples. At the other end of the spectrum the ultralight
grammages studied in network mechanics and reviewed in (22, 23) are
dominated by structural issues .
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The comparison of cryofracture behavior of newsprint with standard condition
testing at different rates reveals a change in relative importance of fibre bonding
and fibre strength . Ranger (24) observed that the number of broken fibres
increased with test rate, showing that fibre strength increases in importance with
rate . At low deformation rates, or when the structure is moist, more fibres pull
out, showing that fibre bonding is of increasing importance .
Figures 14 and 15 show MD tests of newsprint fractured at cryogenic and warm
temperatures, respectively . Fibre fracture is dominant when cold (Figure 14).
Fibre pullout is dominant when warm (Figure 15), with bonding and fibre length
key attributes . These conclusions are supported by examining the relationship
between tensile and fibre strengths . Using tensile strength 6T and zero span
strength Z given in Table 4, the ratio of these strengths is computed and given in
Table 6 . The weak-link correction factor WLCF has been applied to the tensile
strength data .
6.f

WLCF " Z

Newsprint "A"

Newsprint "B"

WARM

0.56

0.56

COLD

0.82

0 .93

Table 6. Relative Importance of Fibre Strength in Controlling Fracture and
Tensile Strength
The relative importance of fibre strength in controlling the initiation of fracture
at a shive defect, say, depends on the rate, moisture, and temperature at which
the material around the defect is stressed . This is equally true for the relative
importance of structural formation: fibre strength is of increasing importance as
stress rate increases, and as moisture and temperature decrease .
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Figure 15 . Newsprint Fracture at Standard Conditions .
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CONCLUSIONS
"
"
"

Tensile strength and fracture resistance of paper are related through both
material properties and structural formation.
Cryofracture and standard tests of fracture permit separating the material and
structural influences on fracture and tensile behavior .
Fast fracture of dry webs is dominated by fibre strength .
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Transcription of Discussion
An Heuristic Model of Paper Rupture
Benjamin C Donner, Weyerhaeuser, USA
Professor Douglas Wahren
Thank you very much Benjamin. It is quite an interesting approach I think that may
bridge some of the problems we have when trying to connect elastic and fracture
properties .
Bryan Phillips Shotton Paper Co plc, UK
Thank you for that interesting approach. I have a feeling that fracture toughness is
fundamentally flawed however, the reason being that the strain rates you are using in your
apparatus are 0 .1 metres per second while in applications in newsprint we are running at
speeds which are at least 2 orders of magnitude higher than that. That means that the
strain rates you are contemplating are of the order of 1-10 per second and the strain rates
in practice as we have seen are 104 -10' per second . Now that means that the
thermodynamics are totally different in practice to what they are in lab experiments with
fracture toughness machines . There is not time for the energy to redistribute around the
fracture tip . Have you any comments to make on that, and can we possibly devise any
instruments that will have a look at fracture toughness at realistic strain rates.
Benjamin Donner
Yes - there are several things. One, is that irrespective of the speed of the papermachine
when the crack propagates, the crack propagates at the speed of sound in paper . That
means that the rates are very well defined . It is wrong to assume that because the paper
machine is running fast that the initiation is fast. We just do not know what the initiation
strain rate is . While we cannot know that, we can know what the property change is going
from laboratory rate to something that is very fast . Paper is not a linear viscoelastic solid,
so Boltzmann's super position does not apply exactly . There is still a time temperature
super position that applies. When I test cold, I am basically testing at a very high strain
rate . The actual strain rate in the laboratory is quite small, but when I quench the
viscoelasticity it is equivalent to testing at a very high rate at laboratory temperatures . So
in essence we do have the information that you want : we have the change in the
properties going from a very low test rate to a very high test rate . What we do not have
is the information about the actual strain rate in the initiation phase, but we do know that
it is much smaller than what is anticipated based on the speed of the process .

Bryan Phillips
High speed videos of fractures both on the papermachine and in the printing press do
appear to show that propagation is very very fast .
Benjamin Donner
It is the speed of sound - it is defined it is a number .
Bryan Phillips
I take your word that it is also developing at the speed of sound in your apparatus.
Benjamin Donner
Yes that is right - that's physics . Wonderful subject .
Dr Raj S Seth, Paprican, Canada
I would like to comment on your "structural formation" . There used to be a concept in
polymers called the "inherent flaw" . Are the two similar
Benjamin Donner
There are inherent flaws in paper, and they are distributed in size - so there is a
relationship of sorts . I am aware of this concept, and that it is phenomenological in the
same way that the inherent flaws are . What is important in terms of structural formation is
that we acknowledge explicitly the role of adverse fibre orientation in low basis weight
and in terms of controlling the initiation, and that it is a stochastic process .
Raj Seth
I have a comment about Andersson and Falk's work . If I recall correctly, the structural
flaw in a sheet of paper is quite large . In their work they used 1 .5cm wide samples .
Considering the size of the flaw, the size of the sample, 1 .5cm does not make sense ; it is
too small. The other thing is they push their data through the origin to fit the Griffith
relation, and calculate a correction factor . If you look at this now, particularly with their
sample size, the entire treatment is questionable . I think we discussed this issue in our
1974 paper in the J . Mater . Sci .

Benjamin Donner
I anticipated the kind of comment you would make Raj . It is important to look back at
Andersson and Falk's work and realise that it was not a complete perception of what
happens in paper . They had no way of separating out the role of material and the role of
flaw. However, that was 1965 and they stimulated the thinking around the role of
structure, and then we abandoned it for 30 years! It is just that in the type of testing we
are doing we are not considering structure, and I am asking us to do that now .
Raj Seth
It is good to learn from other materials also . There are materials that are full of stress
concentrations or full of holes - ceramics and sintered metals are examples. Have you
seen any similarity between what you are doing for paper and what they have done?
Benjamin Donner
The Bazant papers on quasi brittle materials discuss that in detail . There is considerable
recent work on how distributed failures coalescence .
Mark T Kortschot, University of Toronto, Canada
If I understand it correctly the model involves adding together the actual flaw size the
structural flaw size and the material based flaw size . I did not catch the numbers for
newsprint but for regenerated cellulose the structural flaw size, obtained by extrapolation,
was something that was very small. What was it for newsprint?
Benjamin Donner
The structural component was 0 .6mm and then the total was 1 .5rnm .
Mark Kortsehot
So you are adding the structural component to the actual crack length .
Benjamin Donner
Yes to make the virtual crack .

Mark Kortschot
The inherent flaw that we talk about is a physical thing which we obtain by extrapolation
down to a tensile specimen . Don't we need to have that flaw at the tip of the crack to be
able to add the two together?
Benjamin Donner
It does work and it does have meaning, but it does take careful consideration, and it is an
area of continued interest. It is the area where the network mechanics model will play a
role in elucidating exactly what happens at the tip of the crack in terms of the network.
Stuart Loewen, Associate - LSZ Papertech Inc, Canada
Unlike 20 years ago the tools now exist to rapidly quantify fibre orientation and basis
weight variability on the scales that you are interested in and that you are claiming that
your model is deconvolving from the contribution to the essential work of fracture so my
question is - have you done this comparison between the residual essential work of
fracture on those two newsprint samples and their variability? That would be an
independent test of how well you are modelling those aspects .
Benjamin Donner
In the paper we do assess the structural formation directly by making strength variability
assessments . Strength variability is the combined influence of the fibre orientation, basis
weight, density, filler distribution, and the rest . That is the link that we are using to
connect the model to essential work.

